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Can you make it on your own
Or do you lack the courage
Are you prepared to be exposed
Or do you fear the knowledge
Did you enjoy the masquerade
Or was it too revealing
WeÂ’re walking upon a blade
Can you feel it

You say youÂ’ve been living half a life
IsnÂ’t this the life you wanted
Never even had to try
Just said the word, you got it
Was it meant to feel so bare
ThatÂ’s the way you wrote it
I caught a whisper in the air
Can you hear it

Hey, can you feel it
Hey, did we dream it

No more to run, I am one
With my destination
I surrender, my throne I disown
This is my abdication
I walk with the ghosts, raise a toast
No more need of worry
The ocean is calling
I dissolve into the blue

IÂ’ve been walking unaware
Thoughts collect around despair
Affirmations wonÂ’t erase
Centuries of my remains
Still I rise

No more to run, I am one
With my destination
I surrender, my throne I disown
This is my abdication
I walk with the ghosts, make the most
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No more need of worry
The ocean is calling
I dissolve into the blue

Come with me, weÂ’ll dive into the sky
All your dreams will soon be realised
I she'd it all, are you prepared to break your ties

No more to run, I am one
With my destination
I give up my soul to be whole
This is a celebration

No more to run, I am one
With my destination
I surrender, my throne I disown
This is my abdication
I walk with the ghosts, raise a toast
No more need of worry
I consign to the pyre all desire
Â’Cause this is a celebration now
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